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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to look at this interesting work. I only have a few minor comments regarding this straightforward study, which is based on established methods.

1. EMBASE should be Embase, would be good see CDSR abbreviation in brackets after full database title
2. Table 1: would benefit from full number of records in column for recall eg recall (n=97).
3. Table 1: the definition or equation for recall and sensitivity would be good here for clarity.
4. Equations for recall and sensitivity in the text may be good for clarity too.
5. I would suggest adding the following references;
6. It would be good to see in the discussion a comparison to the results from other information audits. For example, other studies that compared MEDLINE, Embase and CINAHL etc.
7. I think more clarity around the searches in LILACS would be good. Not sure I understood at what stage the Spanish speaker came into play and whether any of the 75 records were then retrieved.
8. Not sure the conclusions match the results. I understood that if you search Embase and CINAHL in addition to MEDLINE you retrieve 8 extra records and that other sources also identified 8 additional papers. Hence isn’t CINAHL, Embase and other sources to be recommended? Or is this a clarity issue?
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